Hierarchical Agglomerative Cluster Analysis as a Trial Method Revealing Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) Subtypes
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Abstract

**Background:** There is increasing evidence that children with DCD have been classified into distinguishable ‘subtypes’ mainly based on perceptual-motor, fine and gross motor skills. Previous research efforts define and describe in detail subgroups of DCD using the methods of cluster analysis. The hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis seems to be an effective statistical method to identify homogeneous subtypes in the developmental disorder literature.

**Methods:** The present study investigated the nature of possible cognitive-motor profiles of DCD using clustering methods. Dependent variables were selected on the basis of the characteristics of children with DCD and the specific difficulties observed in cognitive-motor domain according to the DCD literature. For the purpose of the study we adopted “PASS” neurocognitive theory (Planning, Attention, Simultaneous, Successive) and the norm-referenced Cognitive Assessment System.

**Results:** Based on this hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis six (6) statistical sub-groups emerged with number of participants ranged from 5-43 students with or without DCD. Internal and external validity of the clustering solution was controlled by different clustering methods (Wards method analysis, Complete Linkage method, Centroid method, K-Means iterative partitioning method and split-sample replication), as well as other parametric methods (MANOVA, ANOVA and discriminant analyses).

**Conclusions:** Future research examining the impact of DCD classification is warranted and it could be apply for other developmental disorders. The impact of different DCD profiles may provide larger benefits for alternative and effective instructional methods and early intervention programs in order to avoid motor learning disabilities and low academic achievement.
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Introduction

Different methodological and statistical approaches have been followed to classify children with DCD and identify subgroups. Children with DCD have been classified into distinguishable ‘subtypes’ mainly based on perceptual-motor, fine and gross motor skills [1-5] (Dewey & Kaplan 1994; Green, Champers & Sugden 2008; Hoare 1994; Macnab et al. 2001; Wright & Sugden 1996b). These detailed studies describe in detail subgroups of DCD using the methods of cluster analysis.

Used a hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis [1], followed by a K-means iterative approach, to identify distinct subtypes of motor planning. Participants were 102 children (6-12 years old) from the public schools; 51 were identified as having a developmental motor deficit and 51 were age and sex matched controls. The variables entered into clustering solution identified their abilities in motor planning and motor execution. The research design included measures of balance, transitive gesture, and motor sequencing which were compared together with assessments of academic, language, visual-perceptual, and visual-motor skills. Standardized residual scores were used to control for the effect of age. The residual scores were standardized relative to the total sample mean. Therefore, profile descriptions represent performance relative to average performance of the control and motor deficit groups combined. The authors identified four (4) clusters (subgroups). Cluster 1 (n=12): severe deficits in all areas. Cluster 2 (n=21): deficits in balance, coordination, and transitive gestural performance. Cluster 3 (n=7): deficits in motor sequencing tasks. Cluster 4 (n=62): no motor deficit.

The second and third sub-group had the greatest importance according to [4]. In the second subgroup were noted difficulties relative to the execution of motion (performance of the motor action), while the planning remained intact; difficulties in the third subgroup were relative to planning processes.
The no motor deficit cluster included the most children from the control group (49 out of 51) and 12 children from the motor deficit group. These 12 children suggested that either they were wrongly diagnosed or their difficulties were minimal. The conclusion of the findings was that DCD could be conceptualized as either a planning disorder, strongly associated with the theoretical background of MABC in assessment and intervention (problems in knowing what to do and how to move) or execution disorder with planning remaining intact (poorly coordinated performance in children who know what to do) [6].

Green, Champers & Sugden [2] used similar statistical procedures to those of Hoare and Macnab et al. [3,4] for their subtyping study. The combined group of children with and without co-morbidity (N=90) showed five (5) clusters: cluster 1. (n=34) relative strength across perceptual-motor items; cluster 2. (n=13) relative strength in perceptual functions and fine-motor skills; cluster 3. (n=10) poor static and dynamic balance; cluster 4. (n=22) poor perceptual and fine-motor tasks. Greater problems were found in visual-spatial, kinesthesia, and manual dexterity items, with a relative strength in balance items; cluster 5. (n=11) poor performance across all items.

Hoare [3] identified five patterns of perceptuo-motor dysfunction among 80 children with DCD 6-9 years old that were evaluated in a ‘battery’ of 32 perceptual and motor tests. The kinesthetic acuity, visual perception, visual-motor integration, manual dexterity (Purdue Pegboard), static balance and run were the variables included in hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis. Five (5) perceptuo-motor dysfunction subtypes were obtained: cluster 1. (n=22) poor dynamic balance and kinaesthetic acuity; cluster 2. (n=20) visual-perceptual competencies with poor kinaesthetic acuity; cluster 3. (n=15) visual-motor deficits (“generalized perceptual dysfunction” with most problems in perceptual & fine motor tasks); cluster 4. (n=14) poor static balance and visual perceptual/visual-motor functions, and cluster 5. (n=8) poor static and dynamic balance (gross-motor dysfunction). It is essential finding that the 67% of cluster 3 (10 from 15 DCD children) also faced learning disabilities. The presence of difficulties in specific developmental domains makes one group different from another, although belongs to the same population (DCD). Therefore, it is not legitimate to give the title of the “syndrome” for a child experienced movement difficulties, generalizing the problems of a single subgroup [3,7]. Hoare demonstrated the heterogeneity of the population and recommended the classification of the disorder as an effective tool for appropriate intervention.

Macnab et al. [4] examined in detail three studies [1,3,8], which used the hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis. The aim of the study was to examine the use of cluster analysis as a method of exploration subgroups of DCD to better understand how different samples and different measures affect the interpretation of results. Using a similar protocol to Hoare’s [3] study with different clinical sample, Macnab et al. [4] tried to identify possible reasons for different results. They found similar groupings to Hoare [3].

According to Macnab et al. [4], the most important finding was that the profile of subgroups is maintained. A similar subtype with good (static) balance was found in different studies [1,3,4,8]. The balance was one of the few variables measured consistently across all relevant studies. Also, despite the differences in these four research trials [1-5] a common subgroup highlighted, which characterized by generalized problems in all examining domains. In Hoare [3] this subgroup was characterized by “generalized perceptual-motor dysfunction”. The remaining subgroups had difficulties in specific domains (catching, manual dexterity, balance, etc.).

All previous studies used a hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis followed by K-means iterative partitioning method to identify homogeneous subtypes in the DCD literature. The variation in results may be attributable to different samples, measures or statistical methods, affecting on the interpretation of the clusters structure. A similar subgroup with poor balance, as well as a common with difficulties in all areas of perceptual-motor skills (including fine, gross, visual-spatial and complex) were found in all above studies. Also, the severity of motor performance deficits were associated with the degree of visual-motor impairment in clusters 3 and 4 across Hoare’s [3] and Macnab et al. [4] studies.

### Goals of the Present Research

The present study investigated the nature of possible cognitive-motor profiles of DCD using clustering methods. Dependent variables were selected on the basis of the characteristics of children with DCD and the specific difficulties observed in cognitive-motor domain according to the DCD literature.

For the purpose of the study we adopted “PASS” neurocognitive theory (Planning, Attention, Simultaneous, Successive) [11-13] and the norm-referenced Cognitive Assessment System (CAS) [14]. Subtypes of children with DCD could be identified based on their performances on cognitive subscales of CAS, which was adopted to assess the children’s cognitive abilities.

### Methods

#### Participants and selection procedure

The present study investigated the nature of possible cognitive-motor profiles of DCD using clustering methods. Dependent variables were selected on the basis of the characteristics of children with DCD and the specific difficulties observed in cognitive-motor domain according to the DCD literature.

For the purpose of the study we adopted “PASS” neurocognitive theory (Planning, Attention, Simultaneous, Successive) [11-13] and the norm-referenced Cognitive Assessment System (CAS) [14]. Subtypes of children with DCD could be identified based on their performances on cognitive subscales of CAS, which was adopted to assess the children’s cognitive abilities.

### Participants and selection procedure

Stratified randomization [15] was done according to age band (4-6 years), gender, nationality as well as the region of the kindergartens in the city of Attica (north, south, west, east Attica: a metropolitan region, the most densely populated prefecture in South Greece). Participants included 108 Greek children, 54 with developmental coordination disorder (DCD) and 54 without DCD, 5-and 6-year-old, (36 boys and 18 girls respectively match paired; (mean age: M=66.48 months, SD=4.6). Variables were used for cluster analysis included cognitive functions of planning, simultaneous and attention processing.

All students were enrolled in a regular public kindergarten school and had never diagnosed with any physical impairment or intellectual disability. Those children who scored below the 15th percentile for their age on the MABC were included in the DCD group. The total standard score on the MABC [16] classified students into three categories: a) <10 without DCD (ok), b) 10-14 with moderate difficulties (“at risk”), c) >14 serious problems with motor coordination (DCD-‘movement problem’). Thus, the sample of 54 DCD students was characterized by varying degrees of motor dysfunction (“at risk” or “severe”). Specifically, based on this classification the category “10-14 at risk”
included 14 students (N=14) and the category "above 14-severe" included 40 students (N=40). The control group had no symptoms of DCD, as indicated by the children's teachers, as well as their MABC standard scores [16].

All children met the DSM-IV [17] criteria for DCD as they all demonstrated significant or moderate motor deficits on the MABC (Criteria A) [16]. These impacted on their daily lives and/or academic performance, according to parent report (Criteria B). None had other medical or neurological conditions (e.g. significant prematurity, epilepsy, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, mental disability) (Criteria C). None of the children had identified intellectual difficulties (Criteria D) and were attending regular public kindergartens in the city of Attica.

**Instruments**

**Motor assessment**

The Movement Assessment Battery for Children (MABC) [16] was used to assess motor difficulties. Standard scores were obtained from the test manual and used in order to confirm the existence or not of DCD. It is a norm-referenced test which assesses performance in three motor domains: a) manual dexterity, b) ball skills, and c) static and dynamic balance. Reliability and validity of the MABC are good and available in test's manual [16].

The MABC has been used widely in the scientific research for detection and evaluation of children with and without clumsiness [5,18-23]. Further, it has been used in Greek studies [18,24,25]. According to Sugden and Wright [6] the MABC satisfies the requirements of DSM-IV [17], about the definition of the disorder (significant motor impairment and difficulties of a functional nature in everyday life).

The running speed, which is a gross motor ability, were tested with the standardized task "Running speed and Agility" of the Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency (BOTMP) [26], like the research of Macnab et al. [4]. Previous studies have shown that running is a crucial gross motor test for children with DCD [3,4,8]. Hoare [3] found that clumsy children had the greatest difficulties in tasks required gross movement of the body.

**Cognitive assessment**

The Cognitive Assessment System (CAS) [14] was administered to assess cognitive-executive functions of students, CAS is a norm-referenced test, which identified specific strengths and weaknesses in cognitive processing and predicts academic achievement in children. Three major cognitive domains were used: a) Planning Scale, b) Attention Scale, and c) Simultaneous Coding Scale. The standard scores among the individual Scales have relevance to successes and failures in specific areas of academic performance [12,27]. Reliability and validity of the CAS are good and available in test's manual [27]. The three processes (Planning, Attention, and Simultaneous) were measured using the CAS, an individually administered test for children aged 5 through 17 years designed to measure basic psychological processes [28].

**Procedures**

**Standardization of the sample and cluster analysis**

The definition of DCD according to DSM-IV [17] and the cut-off points of MABC [16] were the major criteria in order to analyze the research data including students with severe or borderline motor coordination problems.

Participation of students without DCD in cluster analysis was important [1]. In other similar studies cluster analysis administered exclusively on DCD population [2-5,9]. In our study all participants, with and without DCD (N=108), were included in cluster analysis. So, it was tested if the clustering methods could separate the two groups. This separation is a valid confirmation criterion for the expected results of our study [1]. Furthermore, it is revealed the clumsiness level (level of impairment) of the sample.

According to literature [29-31] must be taken into account the following (4) basic criteria in cluster analysis: a) variables selected should maximize the differences between the subgroups emerged by cluster analysis; b) variables should have a theoretical basis; c) there is no overlap between the variables and the task that measure to be clear; d) the variables have sufficient reliability. Given this theory, basic criteria for selection and inclusion of variables in cluster analysis were the factor analyses results previously applied. Factor analyses were used before clustering methods, in order to reject redundant variables could obscure the cluster analysis and minimize the number of variables. It is very important to include the smallest possible number of variables [29,30,8].

After selection of variables all scores standardized to z range for both age groups (5-and 6-year-old, N=108) with a mean of zero (Mean=0) and a standard deviation of one (SD=1). The non DCD group was needed to create the total population norms of the study. The standardization of variables was needed because cluster analysis is partly dependent on the standard deviations of the variables included in the investigation [32]. Another criterion is the requirement of statistical method K-Means to standardize the data for validation of results (SPSS, 2000).

The standardization of data and the process through cluster analysis method included the following seven steps:

1. In order to standardize the scores by examining the variables we needed norms. Because there were no Greek norms in motor and cognitive level for the general student's population, norms of research sample had to be created (sample norms).

2. According to research data and the international scientific literature the incidence of DCD amounts to 6-10% of school-aged children 5-11 years (DSM-IV, 1994) or 5-6% [33] with typical diagnosis in infancy or entering in primary education. On the other hand, children with and without DCD coexist in classrooms; therefore, we selected all children without DCD (N=54) and added six children with DCD (N=6). This consisted the representative sample (N=60) from which obtained the norms for the total sample (N=108).

3. The third stage was the control of skewness & kurtosis of distribution curve to investigate the variability of variables before standardizing (11 motor and 22 cognitive). Criteria was being the point $\pm 2.00$ for skewness and the point $\pm 5.00$ for kurtosis [34,35]. Four cognitive variables (matching number 3, matching number 4, number detection 3, number detection 4) were excluded from analysis.
as well as those of the participants had extreme scores (outliers), greater than ± 3 SD from average [7,35]. It has been found that the extreme scores create distort in clusters [36].

4. In the fourth stage, 60 children were divided into two age categories (5 and 6 years). For each age group the average and SD for each variable consisted the norms for the total sample (N=108). The subgroups profiles that resulted from cluster analysis reflect the performance of children in relation to the norms of the present study's sample (N=108) (not in relation to norms of the general Greek population). However, since the investigation of subgroups was formed within the physical surround of general school population (where coexist both children with and without DCD), the sample was the best representative of the population attending general schools.

5. In the fifth stage, the total sample (N=108) was divided into 5 and 6 years old students. Then, the scores for each variable standardized (in z scores), according to the Mean and SD of 60 children was normative sample. By standardization we:

a) Isolated statistically the effect of age, and
b) "equalized" variables as they were measured on different scales [29].

6. In the sixth stage was used factorial analysis to z scores separately for motor and cognitive variables.

7. In the seventh stage cluster analysis was applied to determine subgroups based on their performance scores in motor and cognitive tests [28].

Statistical analyses

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 19.0 software for Windows was used for analysing the data [37] with probability level of p<0.05 statistically significant [38]. Firstly, factor analyses were applied to performance of students with and without DCD (N=108) on 31 cognitive-motor variables on z scores (standardized scores), to isolate possible factors.

The variables were selected according to DCD literature about the characteristics and the difficulties these children face in specific motor and cognitive skills. The purpose of the factorial analysis was to 'retrieve' and group together those variables that had a high correlation with each other. Also, factorial analysis contributed to ensuring the minimum number of variables will be used later in cluster analysis [3].

The selection of variables grouped under the motor and cognitive factors, following specific criteria: a) factor loadings over 0.40, b) loadings with the appropriate factor, and c) no double factor loadings, d) factors with eigen values greater than one (1.0) [35]. Finally, we calculated the reliability coefficient Cronbach alpha. Cronbach alpha reliability factors were 0.76 for manual dexterity, 0.79 for dynamic balance and run, and 0.81 for static balance.

Cronbach alpha reliability factors were 0.92 for planning, 0.84 for attention, and 0.66 for simultaneous coding.

Specifically, it was applied separately two factorial analyses; first for 11 motor variables and second for 20 cognitive variables. Motor variables grouped in the following three (3) factors:

1st factor (dynamic balance): dynamic balance 1, dynamic balance 2, running, with eigen value 2.33 and a 21.15% and a 21.15% rate of interpretive dispersion.


3rd factor (static balance): static balance/dominant leg, static balance/non-dominant leg, with eigen value 1.70 and a 15.43% rate of interpretive dispersion.

Overall, the percentage of interpreted dispersion by the three factors was 57.45%.

Two variables of ball skills (ball skills 1, ball skills 2) were excluded from cluster analysis, because in factor analysis previously they had dual loadings (double factor loading) (PP1) and high loadings (high factor loading) (PP2) with a wrong factor titled 'dynamic balance & running'.

Cognitive variables were summarized in the following three (3) factors:

1st factor (attention): receptive attention 1, receptive attention 2, receptive attention 3, with eigen value 4.51 and a 25.06% rate of interpretive dispersion.

2nd factor (simultaneous coding): nonverbal matrices, verbal/ spatial relations, with eigen value 3.77 and a 20.92% rate of interpretive dispersion.

3rd factor (planning): planned codes 1, planned codes 2, with eigen value 2.02 and a 11.21% rate of interpretive dispersion.

Overall, the percentage of interpreted dispersion by the three factors was 57.19%.

Thirteen cognitive variables were excluded from the following statistical processes because they were not grouped in any factor describing the cognitive abilities of kindergarten students (matching number 1, matching number 2, planned codes 3, planned codes 4, planned connections, figure memory, expressive attention 1, expressive attention 2, number detection 1, number detection 2, receptive attention 2, receptive attention 4, receptive attention 6). It seemed that above cognitive variables as well as ball skills are not grouped into a factor that describes the preschoolers' cognitive-motor performance and were excluded from subsequent statistical analyses [28].

Variables included in hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis

The six (6) factors (dynamic balance, manual dexterity, static balance, attention, simultaneous coding and planning) included variables were subjected to a series of cluster analyses. A combined approach by hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis applied based on students' performance in the standardized z scale scores on nine (9) motor and seven (7) cognitive abilities to identify possible statistical cognitive subtypes in children with and without DCD (N=108). The hypothesis was if the clustering methods could separate the two groups, and show the interaction between children with and without DCD into subgroups based on cognitive and motor abilities.
Figure 1: Cluster Analysis—Comparison of DCD (n=54 DCD and 54 non DCD). Cluster 1=Children at risk; Cluster 2= Children at mean; Cluster 3=free from cognitive motor problems; Cluster 4=greater difficulty with manual dexterity, planning and simultaneous processing; Cluster 5= greater difficulty with manual dexterity, dynamic balance and planning processing; Cluster 6=generalized cognitive-motor dysfunction.

Specifically, the variables were the following:


B) Cognitive Abilities: planned codes 1 (PL 1: number of correct answers), planned codes 2 (PL 2: number of correct answers), nonverbal matrices (SC 1: number of correct answers), verbal/spatial relations (SC 2: number of correct responses), receptive Attention 1 (ATT 1: secs required for pairs of picture matching, visually alike), receptive Attention 2 (ATT 2: secs required for pairs of picture matching, visually alike), receptive Attention 3 (ATT 3: secs required for pairs of picture name matching-taxonomy to the same category) [28].

Results

Based on this hierarchical agglomerative cluster analysis six (6) statistical sub-groups emerged with number of participants ranged from 5-43 students [28]. Internal validity and external validity of subgroups were examined then (Figure 1):

- A group displayed relatively low below average scores on simultaneous processing tasks (children at risk: 5 without DCD and 4 with DCD),
- A group (the largest) displayed scores close to the mean on all tasks (children on the mean: 35 without DCD and 8 with DCD),
- A group displayed performance above average scores on all tasks (free from cognitive problems: 13 children, all without DCD),
- A group displayed greater difficulty with the planning and simultaneous processing tasks (1 without DCD and 25 with DCD),
- A group displayed greater difficulty with the planning tasks (12 children, all with DCD),
- A group displayed the lowest scores on all tasks (generalized cognitive dysfunction: 5 children, all with DCD).

Internal validity (reliability) of clusters was controlled by replications of the clustering solution with different clustering methods (Ward's method analysis, Complete Linkage method, Centroid method, K-Means iterative partitioning method), as well as split-sample replication. External validity refers to the relevance of the classification obtained by cluster analysis and it was controlled by multivariate analyses of variance and discriminant analyses [29]. The results were sufficient and satisfactory.

Ward's, Complete Linkage and Centroid methods were administered and compared with K-Means iterative partitioning method for the control of misclassifications between six clusters.

- Ward's and Centroid methods produced overall recovery of K-Means groups at 100%.
- Complete Linkage method resulted in a lower recovery rate of 72.3%.

Split-sample design was used then. All children (N=108) were randomly assigned in two subsamples. K means analysis showed that no subjects changed from their original cluster in split sample 1 and split sample 2.

External validity results were as following:

A) Separate MANOVA analyses to examine multivariate differences among the six (6) clusters. We expected significant differences (p<0.05).

B) Discriminant Function Analysis to examine the motor and cognitive tests that separates students in six clusters and the percentage of students who were correctly classified.

C) Sixteen one-Way ANOVAs to consider differences between six clusters based on nine (9) motor and seven (7) cognitive variables. The results showed that the six subgroups differed significantly in all of the motor and cognitive tests.
The overall results for the external validity showed:

Significant multivariate differences (p<0.05) between six subgroups for the nine (9) motor skills (Wilks' Lambda=0.015, F=14.635, p=0.000, eta squared=0.568). Discriminant analysis then showed that the variables separated the six subgroups were as follows:

- Zm9 (dynamic balance-jump with F=224.54, p=0.000),
- Zm4 (manual dexterity-tracking with F=83.50, p=0.000),
- Zm1 (manual dexterity-posting coins with F=47.77, p=0.000), and
- Zm3 (manual dexterity-threading beads with F=33.89, p=0.000).

The prediction equation for each variable was:

\[ Y = -1.587 + 1.150^*Xzm9 \]
\[ Y = -1.587 + 0.085^*Xzm4 \]
\[ Y = -1.587 + 0.066^*Xzm1 \]
\[ Y = -1.587 + 0.199^*Xzm3 \]

Finally, the correct prediction rate of the above four motor skills was 70.4%.

Significant multivariate differences between six subgroups for the seven (7) cognitive abilities (Wilks' Lambda=0.207, F=5.263, p=0.000, eta squared=0.270). Discriminant analysis then showed that the variables separated the six (6) subgroups as were:

- Zc15 (planned codes-1 with F=22.72, p=0.000),
- Zc28 (attention-7 with F=15.33, p=0.000), and
- Zc18 (verbal-spatial relations with F=11.40, p=0.000).

The prediction equation for each variable was:

\[ Y = -0.762 + 0.875^*Xzc15 \]
\[ Y = -0.762 + 0.049^*Xzc18 \]
\[ Y = -0.762 + 0.902^*Xzc28 \]

Finally, the percentage of correct prediction of the above three cognitive skills was 67.2%.

Discussion and Conclusions

The results confirmed the heterogeneity and various cognitive subtypes of children with DCD. The identification of subtypes helps researchers, educators and clinicians to plan more effective intervention based on children's cognitive-motor difficulties. Based on such methodological clustering approach the occupational could determine the specific domain in which students had difficulties on how to learn new motor and cognitive academic skills or how to execute and perform properly the tasks that require or do not require a motor response. The subgrouping highlights the need for "type-specific remediation" [8].

We identified differences in knowledge base [39] existed between children with and without DCD by application a thorough holistic neuro-cognitive theory of information processing (PASS theory) [40,41]. The results of this study showed that, according to the cognitive theoretical PASS model [40,41], in most children with DCD (subtypes 1, 4, 5, and 6) the impairment in cognitive abilities accompanied with movement difficulties. So, whether cognitive tasks (associated with academic courses) or motor tasks, there is a problem in learning ability and performance when display difficulty in processing incoming information through planning, coding and attention.

The difficulty of information processing through these three domains (attention, coding, planning), involved with memory and individual's knowledge base, can lead to motor (DCD) or learning difficulties (LD) or attention hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). For that reason, a cognitive approach with scientific theoretical basis, both in assessment and intervention of these developmental disorders, it is necessary, because it gives detailed information about the strengths and weaknesses of children. In particular, when assessment and intervention have early application of pre-school age, have a crucial role in preventing and improving disorders [25].

Some children seem to grow out of their motor difficulties with or without intervention, while others still appear to have movement disorders in adolescence and adulthood [42-45]. Subtypes of DCD reveal performance differences in a series of cognitive-motor or perceptual-motor measurement [46]. Subtypes differ in relation to the co-morbidity [47]. Co morbidity is particularly high in children with generalized perceptual-motor or cognitive-motor disorder. This finding is important because the presence or absence of associated features directly associated with subtyping. The disorder is better understood if we know why the co-morbidity is associated with a particular [46].

Many studies have examined the relationship of clumsiness with hyperactivity, learning disabilities and attention disorders. These developmental problems are associated with cognitive dysfunction brain [46]. The survey shows that disorders in attention, language, reading and/or dyslexia often coexist with symptoms of clumsiness [48-59]. On the other hand, DCD is associated with many comorbid problems [60], including learning disabilities [61] and attention deficit disorder [62]. The most commonly observed element is the heterogeneity of the population with DCD [1,3,5,60,63-67]. From the past it has been recognized that there is no a standard profile of children with clumsiness [63]. There is no distinct motor profile performance describe all children with clumsiness. The certain is that the perceptual and cognitive- motor and fine motor development as well balance play an important role in motor performance.

Because they form a heterogeneous group, need more specific training and individualized instruction [3]. The task-specific instruction as intervention method has been used successfully in children with motor disabilities [68,69].

Longitudinal studies have highlighted associated problems, such as learning, behaviour, social and emotional adjustment, that children with coordination deficits are made up of distinctive subtypes either in type (or quality) of impairment; severity of coordination deficit; aetiology/history; and/or overlap with other conditions, and that these subgroups may require different intervention strategies [2]. The Green et al. study highlighted the complexity of coordination disorders and
considered whether there were substantive subtypes of coordination impairment that warrant differential interventions. Researchers suggested that another approach to consider the heterogeneous nature of DCD may be to analyze the interaction of strengths and weaknesses in perceptual and cognitive skills, along with developmental and environmental factors. Identifying the interaction between a child’s strengths and weaknesses and particular environmental factors will be an important step forward in understanding the complexity and overlap of developmental disorders [2].

A meta-analysis of dual-task studies emphasized the role of high-order cognitive systems in gait control [70]. The main purpose of this meta-analysis review was to quantitatively assess cognitive interference on gait performance during normal walking as measured by dual-task methodology. Researchers reviewed experimental single group studies that measured gait performance with and without performing concurrent cognitive task. They suggested that the interaction between gait and cognitive functions would be useful for both researchers and professionals to plan appropriate interventional trials and inform clinical decision-making.

Age-related changes have been reported in cognitive and motor systems. Therefore, the increased cognitive motor interference (CMI) while walking with aging may be attributed to parallel age-related changes in cognitive and motor systems.

Changes in speed and the relationship between age and CMI effect on gait. Also, the relationship between the level of cognitive state and CMI effects on gait. Both are relevant for understanding gait control mechanisms. Researchers concluded that standardizing research methodology, as well as improving their ecological validity, enable better understanding of dual-task-related gait changes in different population and improves our understanding of their neural mechanisms and gait control in general [70].

In a clinical population with DCD co morbidity tends to be the rule rather than the exception. The classification of the disorder provides useful information about associated symptoms examining the comorbidity profile. Corresponding classification could be studied in children with other developmental disorders studied in a regular classroom (such as attention and hyperactivity disorder or learning difficulties).

It was important to classify children with DCD by taking a representative sample of the general pupil population (rather than a clinical population or individually from the DCD population).

Because of the representativeness of the sample, the results of our study could be generalized and contribute to the identification of rationale factors and interference.

Classification of children with DCD will assist to formulate specific assumptions about etiology or educational intervention.

According to the literature, studies seeking a causal explanation use samples representative of the total population (with and without disorder). In addition, cluster analysis seems to be a crucial statistical method in understanding the etiology or the treatment of a disorder [4].

In the present study, the classification of children with and without DCD has highlighted subgroups that have experienced specific disruptions in the motor and cognitive field. This classification was based on cognitive neuropsychological theory, which contributes to: a) initial selection of variables, b) interpretation of the results, so that the structure of the subgroups can confirm or refute the theoretical position [4], and c) design intervention programs with specific instructional methods. Subgroups confirmed the cognitive neuropsychological model in the present study. Motor abilities or weaknesses were directly related to cognitive abilities or weaknesses that could predict academic performance. This important finding was shown in the DCD population (cluster 1, cluster 2, cluster 5, cluster 6), where the severity of motor and cognitive problems differed, but also in non DCD population (cluster 2, cluster 3), who did not face motor and cognitive problems.

By categorizing children with and without DCD, cluster analysis revealed common dysfunction profiles both in motor and cognitive levels.

By revealing subgroups, the following conclusions were two-fold: a) the classification of children with motor coordination problems; and b) the early detection of learning disabilities from pre-school age, with the cognitive-motor factor as a precursor of these difficulties.
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